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With the development of economic globalization and the advent of the digital
age, digital technology, computer technology and the information network as the main
characteristic has a great influence on people's production and life, including building
field. The construction of the ancient sea crossing Confucious'temple in Yunnan is an
important part of the development of national culture in Yunnan Tonghai area,
Confucious' temple. But for Yunnan Tonghai Confucious'Temple network campaign is
scanty, most of the information about sea Confucious' temple is only from some
personal blog, micro-blog, forum and Post Bar, these are not comprehensive, fully
demonstrated the characteristics of Confucious'temple sea. To this end, this paper
intends to design a website of Yunnan Tonghai Confucious'temple, so as to enhance
the publicity of the characteristics of the construction of the Yunnan sea.
According to the actual work of the Publicity Department of the Yunnan Tonghai
Confucious'temple, Yunnan Tonghai Confucious' Temple website first order of the
system's overall business needs, and then use the flow chart analysis of Yunnan
Confucious'Temple Tonghai website system core business process, analysis of the
main module and then analyzes the functional requirements of the system and use the
UML tool function will use case; the system is divided into the scenic area service,
scenic attractions and activities, media resources, complaints and suggestions module;
then explore Taiwan before and after the Yunnan sea Confucious' Temple website
system design and implementation of the core module and Taiwan before and after the
test, the relevant technologies are analyzed and explained. This system is based on
B/S structure mode, data processing system, the background using the MySQL
database technology; system function program development using MVC framework
and ASP.NET technology; verification of each module of the system and function of
the use of black box testing method. The results show that the system of Yunnan















The system mainly includes eight modules: basic data management, scenic spot
service management, scenic spot activity management, media information
management, scenic spot information management, complaint suggestion
management and system operation and maintenance management. Yunnan Tonghai
Confucious'temple can meet the current needs of the business, the site is currently in
trial operation, site visits in gradually, Yunnan Tonghai Confucious' temple and the
number of tourists increased compared to the same period, according to the Yunnan
sea Confucious'Temple publicity with site visits increased gradually. With the
popularity of mobile Internet and large-scale application of intelligent mobile phone,
the next step will be to develop Yunnan Tonghai Confucious'Temple website APP
version of the corresponding client and WeChat, more interactive with visitors, in
order to further intensify propaganda.
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